
STYLE GUIDE



Founded in 2012, US Cabinet Depot has utilized technology, experience and a dedicated 
team to become one of the country’s leading distributors of RTA cabinetry.

Now with over 450,000 square feet of fully stocked warehouse space across the country, 
US Cabinet Depot is providing industry leading turn around times nationwide. We pride 
ourselves not only with a one of a kind online ordering system, but with our loyal customer 
service team. While headquartered just outside of Atlanta, GA, with a West Coast distribution 
center in Reno, NV, and plans to add more facilities within the next year, we have been able to 
expand our availability and service to dealers throughout the U.S.

Our growth efforts are continually building far beyond warehousing. With door style offerings 
that are on trend yet timeless, US Cabinet Depot has always been a dependable supplier. 
However, it is our close-nit customer relations that keeps us abreast of new concepts so we 
can develop new products every year to meet the expanding needs of our dealer base.



GLOBAL COLLECTION
F R A M E L E S S  C A B I N E T S



The textured wood grain lines of the Torino 

slab door offer an organic accent to any 

contemporary room. Seamless installation 

of this door's design will please the eye with 

clean symmetry. With a Dark Wood, Grey 

Wood, and a White Pine melamine, Torino is 

available for any color palate.

TORINO
Alpine Series



The textured wood grain lines of the Torino 

slab door offer an organic accent to any 

contemporary room. Seamless installation 

of this door's design will please the eye with 

clean symmetry. With a Dark Wood, Grey 

Wood, and a White Pine melamine, Torino is 

available for any color palate.

Available in...

WHITE PINE GREY WOOD DARK WOOD



TORINO
WHITE PINE



To get the most storage out of your space 
use our Base Easy Reach cabinet in the 
corners of your frameless designs.



The frameless Tall Open Utility 
allows space for pull outs to 
maximize organization.



TORINO
GREY WOOD



TORINO
DARK WOOD



Adding a Flip Up Door cabinet to 
your design creates unique way 
to fashion your room layout.



Riviera's naturally patterned surface expresses 

the serene side of a modern slab frameless 

door. The harmonious textures transport the 

contemporary architecture of the cabinet into 

a captivating space. The Conch Shell and 

Oyster Shell melamines were expertly 

designed for the Riviera door.

RIVIERA
Alpine Series



OYSTER SHELL CONCH SHELL

Available in...

Riviera's naturally patterned surface expresses 

the serene side of a modern slab frameless 

door. The harmonious textures transport the 

contemporary architecture of the cabinet into 

a captivating space. The Conch Shell and 

Oyster Shell melamines were expertly 

designed for the Riviera door.



Add a double oven to your kitchen 
without customizing in the �eld using 
our Tall Two Oven with One Drawer 
Utility cabinet. 



RIVIERA
OYSTER SHELL



RIVIERA
CONCH SHELL



This new Four Drawer Base for the 
frameless collection expands the 
variety of ways to design any room.



The sought after look of our Palermo high 

gloss door is the perfect detail for upscale 

living. This polished effect beautifully adds 

a glistening aesthetic to contemporary 

minimalism. Currently Palermo is available 

in the brilliant Gloss White PET laminate �nish.

PALERMO
Alpine Series



GLOSS WHITE

Available in...



PALERMO
GLOSS WHITE



The built in Base Pull Out is one of 
our most ef�cient frameless cabinets 
for under counter storage.



Capturing the high end look of frameless 

styling affordably is what our new Madrid 

line was developed for. Using the trendy but 

classic color and texture of natural tones, 

it is an ef�cient choice for your designs. 

The Madrid shares our same Grey Wood 

textured melamine from our Torino line.

MADRID
Nordic Series



GREY WOOD

Available in...

Capturing the high end look of frameless 

styling affordably is what our new Madrid 

line was developed for. Using the trendy but 

classic color and texture of natural tones, 

it is an ef�cient choice for your designs. 

The Madrid shares our same Grey Wood 

textured melamine from our Torino line.



MADRID
GREY WOOD



The textured wood grain lines fully match 
front to back and inside and out for seamless 
designing in all cabinets from Bases to Utilities.



We Make It SIMPLE…
We Make It QUICK…
We Make It SMART…

Making Your Business Better with U«S«

844-660-9889  •  info@uscabinetdepot.com
 W W W. U S C A B I N E T D E P O T. C O M


